
IJOPN Peer 
Reviewer Guide
Helpful Hints and Tips



Welcome and Thank You!
• Thank you for serving as an IJOPN peer reviewer!

• Your service is critical to the journal’s quality and success
• You may find this IJOPN editorial essay of interest 

• https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/opn.12246
• The entire editorial team is grateful for your service!

• Please consider creating a Publons profile
• Visit https://publons.com/about/home/ to create your profile
• Publons tracks your peer review service across journals 
• Publons also provides resources to enhance your review skills

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/opn.12246
https://publons.com/about/home/


Enjoy Our IJOPN Peer Reviewer Guide

• Whether you are a new or established reviewer, we hope that…
• You will benefit from these hints and tips we have collected
• Your reviews will be less time consuming and more efficient
• Your service to IJOPN will increase in value to you over time

• As a reviewer, please know that as a peer reviewer…
• You are a partner with the Editorial Team
• You help maintain the aims of IJOPN
• You help arbitrate the value of a submission with your review
• Your insights offer important information about a submission



About This Peer Reviewer Guide
• What this guide does… 

• Explains the IJOPN Peer Reviewer Guidelines
• Illustrates expectations for IJOPN peer review of manuscripts
• Offers hints and tips that the Editorial Team find useful in peer review

• What this guide contains…
• An outline of the IJOPN peer review process
• A review of the IJOPN Peer Review Guidelines
• A compilation of helpful hints and useful tips for peer review



IJOPN Peer Review Process
• Peer review begins with an invitation to review

• Invitations are based on matching manuscript to reviewer profile
• Hint! Update your profile at http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/opn to insure 

invitations within your area of expertise
• Once you receive an invitation to review, please respond as soon as 

possible
• IJOPN uses an auto-decline feature if you don’t respond after 2 weeks 

but remember that is 2 weeks of delay in the review process
• Remember it is more helpful to decline an invitation or to note you are 

unavailable than to delay or not reply at all
• Tip! Help the Editorial Team by suggesting alternate reviewers if you 

cannot accept an invitation to review – just reply to the invitation email

http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/opn


IJOPN Peer Review Process
• Complete the review as soon as possible

• Login at http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/opn soon after accepting the 
invitation to scan the submission you are reviewing

• Don’t guess – ask the Editorial Team any questions you might have about 
the review by simply replying to the invitation email!

• We all know what it feels like to await reviews after submitting a 
manuscript so be considerate of authors…

• Tip! Dedicate sufficient time for your review so that you offer useful 
guidance and know that with practice your efficiency increases

• Be descriptive and specific in your comments
• Avoid recapitulating the manuscript content
• List the concerns that need to be addressed in revision
• Avoid general, judgmental, or harsh commentary

http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/opn


Completing the Peer Review
• Hint! Put yourself in “review mode”…

• Arrange resources you need to complete the review
• Read as an editor might, looking for structure and organization
• Carefully note strengths and concerns as you read the manuscript
• Organize your notes into review comments
• Use the peer review guidelines – that’s why they were created!
• Comments are most useful when clearly and specifically described

• Offer critique by reflecting strengths and listing specific concerns
• Provide examples of concerns from manuscript and include page number

• Avoid judgmental language – negative or positive – and focus on facts
• Remember you are evaluating manuscript quality and content…
• You are not evaluating the authors but their work



Tip! Develop a system for yourself to facilitate review…
Try opening manuscript PDF, WORD and search engine simultaneously

Sample Review Process on Screen



IJOPN Peer Review Guidelines
• IJOPN Peer Review Guidelines include two components

• A peer reviewer tick list of questions relevant to all manuscripts
• The tick list is a checklist is completed electronically in ScholarOne

• Peer reviewer comment guidelines in two versions
• One for Peer Reviewer Comment Guide for Scoping and Integrative Reviews
• One for Peer Reviewer Comment Guide for Research Reports and 

Systematic Reviews with or without Meta-Analyses



IJOPN Peer Review Guidelines
• Tick List questions are “scored” using three replies for all manuscripts

• YES 
• NO 
• NOT SURE/UNCLEAR

• Tick List questions include:
• Is the manuscript well organized with a logical flow?
• Are the methods clearly and accurately presented? 

• Answering these questions aids in your review and helps the Editors
• The tick list questions help ascertain the general quality of a manuscript



IJOPN Peer Review Guidelines
• Select the peer reviewer comment guidelines version that suits the 

manuscript under review
• If you find that the manuscript does not warrant a YES in response to a 

specific question, use that response as prompt for yourself to outline in what 
ways it does not match the elements noted in that question. 

• In the Peer Reviewer Comment Guide for Scoping and Integrative Reviews, 
you will find questions such as:
• Critical Review – are the findings of the research reports summarized 

appropriately and critically reviewed in an easily understandable format that 
includes narrative description, figures, tables, and quotes as appropriate? 

• In the Peer Reviewer Comment Guide for Research Reports and Systematic 
Reviews Including Those with Meta-Analyses, you will find questions such 
as:
• Data Collection, Management and Analysis – are data collection (including 

translation of text data into English if applicable and search strategies for 
reviews), management, and analysis clearly and appropriately described in 
light of the method presented? 



IJOPN Peer Review Guidelines
• Use the peer reviewer comment guidelines as a template

• Hint! Copy the comment guidelines into WORD and using your responses 
to the questions as the narrative portion of your review

• Be specific as you list your concerns
• Tip! State what needs to be improved rather than what is wrong…

• Direct the authors to the section or paragraph to which you refer
• Offer examples of what you mean in describing a specific concern
• Note important references which are missing by including the citations
• Consider IJOPNs international community of readers as you review

• You represent them to the authors as they strive to revise their manuscript
• Think about what you and colleagues wish to read in a manuscript



A Few Caveats…
• Enhance your peer reviews with courtesy and a positive perspective

• Offer thanks for being able to provide a peer review
• Provide direction to authors with suggestions for improvement
• Be honest in your review and avoid overstating manuscript quality
• Avoid making a recommendation to reject or accept in the comments
• Avoid copy editing English language usage or style

• Hint! Remember that Wiley have an English language editing service – you 
can suggest that authors make use of it

• Balance support for authors with expectations for quality
• Achieve a perspective that balances consideration with high standards
• Avoid being overly kind out of deference to authors
• Recognize any conflict of interest and declare it in recusing yourself



Capture Peer Reviewing Benefits
• Hint! Serving as a peer reviewer allows you to become a better author

• To take full advantage of this benefit…
• Study how authors construct a manuscript and express writing style
• Reflect both content and presentation in your review
• Challenge yourself to learn more about the mechanics and art of writing
• Use what you learn to improve your reviews and your writing
• Take advantage of reviewing to improve your writing in narrative comments

• Know that scientific literature only improves with effective peer review
• Editors, authors, and reviewers must share commitment to excellence



Thank You!
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